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The Law of Laplace is one of the earliest examples of 
models used to understand cardiac physiology 

Woods, 1892

wall stress =
pressure⇥ radius

2⇥ wall thickness

Gjesdal, 2011

Gjesdal, 2011
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Geometrical models have developed from simple spheres 
to truncated ellipsoids to patient specific geometries

Woods, 1892

Sphere
Patient specific

Hunter, 1988;
McCulloch, 1987

Streeter, 1970; 
Ghista 1973

Axisymmetric

Wong 1967;
Mirsky, 1969;

Ellipsoidal
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What is a model, and 
where does it comes 

from?

How can we make a 
model patient specific?

What can we use 
models for?
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A model is a set of equations describing some phenomena based on 
experimental observations, physical laws and assumptions
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To capture anisotropy of the myocardium, more complex 
models have to be developed

Dokos, 2002
Holzapfel and Ogden, 2009

Sheets

Angle between
fibers and 
sheets

Contribution from              Extracellular matrix

Contribution from Fibers

Contribution from Sheets

Contribution from Fiber-Sheets
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Models depend upon parameters which need to be 
determined

� = D"



Data assimilation is a technique for estimating parameters 
based on clinical observations

� = D"
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minimize : (observations� simulations)2

subject to : Newton’s laws should hold



Advances in medical imaging is key to make 
models more reliable

Gould, 197310/25



Advances in medical imaging is key to make 
models more reliable

Lamata, 201411/25



Models can be used for extracting biomarkers, and
(in the future) make predictions

Biomarkers

Long term predictions

Tool to gain insight into 
cardiac physiology

Short term predictions
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Estimation of tissue stiffness
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Contribution from              Extracellular matrix

Contribution from Fibers

Balaban, 2017

Myocardial Scar
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Balaban, 2017

Myocardial Scar
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Estimation of contractility

ESPVR

EDPVR

Slope = Contractility

Katz:  Myocardial Contractility is the ability of the heart to do work

P (t) = E(t)(V (t)� V0)

EES ⇡ P (tES)� � P (tES)

V (tES)� � V (tES)

Suga, 1974

= EES
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Estimation of contractility

Longitudinal strain

Healthy

LBBB

ED ES

Relaxed

Contracted

Total

L0

L
� ⇡ �L� L0

L0

Finsberg, 201715/25
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Agreement between simulated and measured dp/dt (both pre-
and post CRT) were obtained using baseline as calibration 
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Models can be used for extracting biomarkers, and
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= 0.5 T_R

= 0
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A stiffened infarct reduces the elastic myofiber stretch in 
BZ and hence reduces growth     

Soft Stiff Stiffer
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A model starts with physical 
reasoning, simplifications 
and experiment

Making a model patient 
specific requires good 
images and data 
assimilation techniques
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Do we really need mechanical models?    Yes!

Biomarkers

Long term predictions

Tool to gain insight into 
cardiac physiology

Short term predictions

Do we really need mechanical models?

Questions?




